Even if *your* home has a very small garage, you can still have a VW Van. You can make your garage bigger or make your Van shorter. If you make your Van shorter, steer carefully because a short Van turns sharply.
Many bugs can fly or jump. VW Bugs can fly or jump, too, because they are strong and light. Here's how to do it. Start the engine, get up speed, go up a hill, and fly over the top!
To be safe, a jumping Bug must have *rollbars*. A bug that is *all* rollbars is very safe. You are more than *safe* in this Bug. Both you *and* the engine are air cooled or *water* cooled if it rains!
Maybe a Bug with eyes can see people. If a Bug has eyes, it should have a mouth and clothes. Do the eyes, mouth, nose, and clothes make this a Custom VW People Bug?
A slalom race is part of the Bug-In action. In the slalom race people drive their Bugs around rubber markers in a parking lot. Those who make the trip around the rubber markers in the shortest time are the slalom winners.
A low Bug is good for drag racing. The driver of this one has to lie down while he drives. It takes two people to put the driver into his dragster. The dragster fits him like a shoe!
Some eight cylinder engines may have 90 horsepower, but this Bug has 500 horsepower. With 500 horsepower, big slicks, and a top speed over 180 miles per hour, you're hauling sauerkraut for sure!